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1. Introduction
At present, the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA), an international anti-doping policy decisionmaking institution, has banned various means of doping, including drugs, blood, and even gene
doping (Davis, 2013). However, an emerging technology that involves electronic stimulus of the
brain, and has been dubbed “neuro-doping” (Maney, 2016), is being used as a substitute for existing
doping methods that are listed on the WADA’s prohibited list. This method of doping uses Transcranial
Direct-Current Stimulation (tDCS), which is a non-invasive, painless brain stimulation treatment or
technique that delivers an electrical stimulus to a particular part of the brain (Johns Hopkins
Medicine, 2016).
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There are some athletes who aim to improve
their levels of performance quickly so as to take
advantage of their rankings or positions within
their respective sports. This is why doping has
evolved at a fairly constant rate. For this reason,
The World Anti-Doping Association (WADA)
has worked to prevent doping from ruining the
“spirit-of-sports.” However, in 2016, a new doping
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uses Transcranial Direct-Current Stimulation
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experimental stage, and may result in safety
problems that are as yet unknown; in addition,
there are a number of ethical concerns regarding
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According to many studies related to the field of neuro-science (Chi & Snyder, 2011; Davis, 2013;
Iuculano & Kadosh, 2013; Guardian, 2015), this technique could help increase attention span, enhance memory, and improve cognitive ability, and it could also improve sports performance through
a change in brain activity affecting various aspects of mental performance such as “motor learning,
enhanced muscular strength or reduced fatigue, or even changes to mental state or concentration”
(Davis, 2013, p. 649). However, the effects of this technique are similar to the effects of brain-boosting drugs such as modafinil, methylphenidate, and dextroamphetamine. Those drugs are used illegally and off-label in order to chemically improve athletic performance (Rodenberg & Holden, 2016),
and they can affect the moment that determines victory or defeat within top-tier competitions.
Consequently, this technique, tDCS, is controversial and is the source of many questions “about the
fairness of brain-based performance enhancement” (Maney, 2016) and the ability of such a technique to undermine the integrity of sport competition, which is one of WADA’s core values (WADA,
2017c).
The purpose of this study is to provide an overview of the emerging neuro-doping technology and
its ability to enhance athletic performance, and to examine the physical and ethical risks associated
with the technology. This study also suggests that sports governing bodies charged with anti-doping
regulation begin to consider prohibiting the application of electrical stimulus to the brain as a means
of physical manipulation aimed at enhancing performance.

2. Transcranial direct-current stimulation
tDCS is a non-invasive brain stimulation technique that controls cortical activity via tonic stimulation
(Davis, 2014; Hunter, Coffman, Trumbo, & Clark, 2013; Nitsche & Paulus, 2011). According to Uncini
et al. (2017), Davis (2013), and Nitsche et al. (2008), the principle goal of tDCS is to modulate the
excitability of an area of the brain’s cortex using two electrodes (i.e. anode and cathode) to pass a
weak electric current of 1–2 mA from a cathode (negative electrode) to an anode (positive electrode)
for a period of 3–20 min. Nitsche and Paulus (2000) explained the effect of both cathodal and anodal
stimulation by noting that “cerebral excitability was diminished by cathodal stimulation, which hyperpolarizes neurons, and anodal stimulation caused neuronal depolarization, leading to an increase
in excitability” (p. 633).
Several researchers have found that tDCS is effective in treating a variety of neurological and psychiatric disorders such as depression, stroke, Parkinson’s disease, and chronic pain (Arul-Anandam
& Loo, 2009; Benninger et al., 2010; Fagerlund, Bystad, & Aslaksen, 2013; Loo et al., 2012; Mariano,
van’t Wout, Garnaat, Rasmussen, & Greenberg, 2016; Marquez, van Vliet, McElduff, Lagopoulos, &
Parsons, 2015; Nowak, Bösl, Podubeckà, & Carey, 2010). Moreover, and more pertinent to the current
study, this technique possesses a number of features that result in performance enhancement; this
will be discussed in greater detail in the next section. A number of researchers and experts in the
field of neuroscience, however, have reported that since tDCS is still in its experimental stage, the US
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has not approved the technique as a treatment for any medical
indication (Kuersten & Hamilton, 2016; Wexler, 2016). This means that tDCS needs more evidence
for practical applications as well as established appropriate stimulation parameters before it can be
considered a viable clinical and physical enhancement technique. Despite this, and the fact that “no
country has regulated the use of tDCS in clinical practice as an on-label treatment” (Tortella et al.,
2015, p. 96), tDCS is still being used illegally as an off-label treatment for the aforementioned
disorders.

3. The future of doping: Using tDCS for sports
According to Reardon (2016), the US Ski and Snowboard Association (USSA), and a company that
makes a product for improving athletic ability among elite athletes using neuro-technology, are
testing whether electronic stimulus to the brain could upgrade national ski-jumpers’ capabilities
during performance through a new device worn as a headset. This test concluded that tDCS improves the athletes’ jumping force and their coordination when compared to the force and coordination of the control group (Reardon, 2016).
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Further, a number of researchers have concluded that tDCS may potentially serve to enhance
performance in sports with varying efficacies, which may appeal to elite athletes. According to
Angius, Hopker, Marcora, and Mauger (2015), tDCS reduces exercise-induced pain and improves pedaling time to exhaustion. Similarly, tDCS improved competitive cyclists’ maximal exercise performances (Okano et al., 2013). Cogiamanian, Marceglia, Ardolino, Barbieri, and Priori (2007) also
demonstrate the ability of tDCS to improve isometric force endurance and decrease pathological
conditions and muscle fatigue. With regard to muscle strength, Angius, Pageaux, Hopker, Marcora,
and Mauger (2016) and Tanaka et al. (2011) conclude that tDCS could enhance the force of knee
extension. Moreover, there is evidence that tDCS can improve certain functions of the brain. It is
likely that tDCS allows for quick acquisition and retention of skills in under three months’ time (Reis
et al., 2009), enhances response time to various sensory reception (Pascual-Leone et al., 1992), and
eases tremor suppression (Axford, Lakany, & Conway, 2011). In addition, there is indication that
tDCS may give athletes the advantage of more efficient training (Davis, 2013). These functions of the
technique may, directly and indirectly, help improve athletes’ performance in sports competitions.
It is common for athletes to try performance-enhancing substances that are not banned per the
WADA prohibited-substances list (Stewart, Outram, & Smith, 2013). Further, athletes often care little
about punitive deterrence, “especially when the motivation for substance use comes from the pursuit of superior performance” (Smith & Stewart, 2015). If tDCS has a complete stimulation parameter, then it might become a new and complete doping technique. And, as a result, athletes who hope
to develop their performance in a short time would gravitate toward tDCS as a means of complete
doping because they could use it without experiencing the risky side effects associated with physical
or chemical doping, and they could use it without violating the regulations implemented by the sport
anti-doping governing bodies, WADA or the US Anti-Doping Agency (USADA). However, tDCS has
become associated with a number of problems of both a physical and ethical nature, and this might
negatively affect the anti-doping agency.

4. tDCS and increasing safety problems
As previously mentioned, tDCS is still in its experimental stage, and the extent of its effects remains
unknown. In the field of neuroscience, there has been considerable theoretical evidence attained
from laymen (e.g. healthy participants, patients); however, not much evidence has been obtained
from elite athletes or sports participants who display high athletic performance (Banissy & Muggleton,
2013). Despite this, the company mentioned above, which makes a product that can improve performance using neuro-technology, is already marketing and selling its new device to elite athletic
teams and organizations for their performance enhancement, and the company is basing its marketing on results secured via its own experiments regarding the effect of tDCS on the exercise performance ability of national-level elite athletes (e.g. ski jumpers, NFL players). The company’s test
results, however, may be lacking in credibility because there may exist a conflict of interest since the
company stands to profit from promoting its brand and selling its product quickly before potential
and as-yet unknown tDCS-related risks become known. This is worth exploring because the technique of electrically stimulating the brain still does not formally guarantee full safety for athletes in
a sports context, and there is the possibility of side effects related to the application of tDCS.
Sellers et al. (2015) examined whether tDCS would affect a standardized intelligence quotient (IQ)
test, and the researchers found that the technique had a significant detrimental impact on IQ scores.
Moreover, tDCS may result in a number of possible serious risks. Nitsche et al. (2008), a group of wellknown neurologists, claimed that electronic brain stimulation is indeed associated with various potential health risks such as (1) tissue damage as a result of pulsed electrical stimulation; (2) the
creation of electrochemically generated toxins; (3) the generation of electrode dissolution product;
(4) skin damage via electronic current density; (4) brain damage via deposition of charge and electrolysis, and modification of amino acids and proteins; (5) damage to vulnerable parts of the brain
(e.g. skull defect, foramina, open fontanels, fissures in infants); (6) trivial side effects (e.g. skin itching, headache, fatigue, nausea, and dizziness); (7) neurologic diseases (e.g. epilepsy, acute eczema,
epileptic seizures); and (8) other unintended or adverse effects. Further, the authors emphasized
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that “because relatively strong tDCS protocols might be used in clinical studies, safety measures
should be added to exclude deleterious effects of tDCS, which might be related to disease-specific
damage of brain tissue, if the stimulation protocol is significantly stronger than what has been previously tested” (Nitsche et al., 2008, p. 220).
This suggests that there are several potential risks associated with tDCS, and it may not be a completely safe way to improve athletic performance, despite the claim that neuro-doping techniques
would “of course provide further potential avenues for improved performance” (Banissy & Muggleton,
2013). Moreover, the use of electronic brain stimulation techniques for performance enhancement
remains at the center of many unresolved ethical issues within the sports world (Banissy & Muggleton,
2013; Davis, 2013; Edwards et al., 2017).

5. tDCS and ethical issues
In order to learn their opinions regarding the ethics of tDCS, Riggall et al. (2015) surveyed nearly 260
researchers who have studied tDCS. Most study participants responded to the survey questions such
that it was evident that their focus was on the potential enhancement effects associated with tDCS
rather than on other preoccupations (e.g. research, clinical application). This is not surprising, given
that tools and techniques applied as means of enhancement are often increasingly viewed by those
in the field of neurology as ethically questionable and potentially unsafe.
With regard to enhancement, several studies have indicated that tDCS may improve creative
thinking, insight, and memory (Chi & Snyder, 2011; Davis, 2013). Today, people consider games such
as chess, go, e-sports (i.e. electronic sports, professional gaming) as a form of sport. Such games
require players to concentrate, possess strong memory, and demonstrate creativity (Boot, Kramer,
Simons, Fabiani, & Gratton, 2008) in order to win competitions. In addition, sports such as archery
and shooting, which are part of the Olympic Games, require players to remain very steady while aiming for a bullseye or other target (Tang, Zhang, Huang, Young, & Hwang, 2008). tDCS may also serve
to help reduce tremors, which often result from nerves or stimulation associated with the competitive environment, in players so that they are able to maintain steadiness (Axford et al., 2011) during
or right before competitions. If some players use tDCS in effort to secure victory for themselves,
would their opponents feel that the wins were justified? It is likely that many opponents would resort
to suing the players who were doped via electrical stimulation to the brain.
The efficacies of tDCS mentioned above are similar to those of a few other popular drugs; these
include amphetamines, which increase memory and concentration (Brunoni et al., 2012), and betablockers, which reduce tremors (Zhang et al., 2016). Both of these drugs are included in the list of
prohibited substances published by WADA (2017a). Further, the use of this neuro-doping technique
may result in a social problem, as only athletes of means would likely benefit from the technique
(Rodenberg & Hampton, 2013). Given the costs of tDCS devices, which start at $200 per device for
gamers and $500 per device for athletes (Halo Neuroscience, 2016; Hildt, 2014), this is worth considering, as there are surely individual athletes and teams that may be unable to purchase these
devices.
Taken together, tDCS’ various means of enhancement, its unknown or unanticipated safety problems, and the fact that tDCS is still in its experimental stage will likely continue to be a source of
many ethical controversies. As such, policymakers at anti-doping institutions must be proactive in
modifying or reinforcing regulations that guide athletes, athlete support personnel, and law enforcers in terms of the validity of such electronic brain stimulation techniques. Further, these policymakers must act quickly.

6. WADA and loopholes that allow athletes to get around their anti-doping policy
The World Anti-Doping Association (WADA) is an international independent anti-doping agency that
was established on 10 November 1999, under the International Olympic Committee (IOC), in order
to fight against doping (WADA, 2017b). In accordance with its core value—integrity—the
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organization serves to “develop policies, procedures, and practices that reflect justice, equity, and
integrity” (WADA, 2017c). To protect its core value from the effects of doping, WADA has consistently banned many substances or techniques which meet two of the following three criteria: (1)
drugs or tools that likely enhance performance to secure a winning edge; (2) drugs or tools that
place athletes’ health at risk; (3) any substances or techniques that ruin the “spirit-of-sport” (WADA,
2017c). However, even though some of the substances or techniques meet two or three criteria,
WADA does not always ban them immediately, and this can allow for more loopholes.
Moreover, with rapid and ever-changing technological advances, WADA, as well as other antidoping agencies, has encountered an imbalance between existing policies against doping and
emerging doping techniques because of an increase in loopholes in anti-doping policies (Rodenberg
& Hampton, 2013). For these reasons, athletes or athletic support personnel are more likely to
adeptly exploit loopholes in the anti-doping policies. Such corruption related to doping is serious
because it causes a disruption in integrity and fair play (McLaren, 2008), which in turn undermines
the values associated with sports.
There are a number of examples of loopholes that permit athletes to get around anti-doping policies. Rodenberg and Hampton (2013) pointed out that surgical doping, which is body manipulation
via surgery that serves as a means of athletic performance enhancement, effectively allows athletes
to get around WADA code. However, WADA still has not begun including a category related to surgical doping in the code. Further, gene-doping, a form of doping that emerged in the early 2000s, was
at one point undetectable (Fore, 2010). Gene-doping took such a long time (from 2002 to 2009) to
“establish procedures and state-of-the-art testing methods for identifying athletes who might misuse such technology” (IOC, 2001), but, in 2009, the WADA finally began including gene-doping on its
list of prohibited techniques (Fore, 2010). Lastly, in the case of meldonium, the regulatory anti-doping agencies added the drug to their list of prohibited performance enhancers in 2016 even though
athletes had been taking the drug for medical reasons for more than a decade (Clarey, 2016).
This suggests that a fair number of athletes had already been using many unknown substances or
techniques to improve their levels of performance, thereby taking advantage of anti-doping policy
loopholes. While WADA has eventually implemented new rules to address the use of some of these
substances and techniques, this has often happened only after athletes and their means of performance enhancement have already undermined the integrity of sport. WADA and other anti-doing
agencies must work more quickly to include more of these emerging substances and techniques on
their lists of prohibited means of enhancement to minimize the destruction of the core value. If they
do not work quickly now, neuro-doping, which has effectively just emerged, will also undermine the
integrity of athletic competition.

7. An assessment of anti-doping policies to be applied to the area of neuro-doping
The agency has not yet begun to include a category that would encompass neuro-doping, despite
the fact that it is on the radars of sport context stakeholders. As such, the WADA code, for example,
and its list of prohibited substances and techniques should be reviewed, and the agency should
consider adding to the list, under the category of prohibited physical manipulation techniques, techniques involving electronic brain stimulation. In the agency’s 2017 list of prohibited substances and
techniques, the collection of prohibited substances and techniques are accumulative and expansive.
However, neuro or brain doping has not been listed among the collection, which includes only the
following methods of manipulation: (1) blood and blood component; (2) chemical and physical style;
(3) gene doping, considered as a potential doping method.
At present, the anti-doping agency remains without a technology to detect whether athletes have
made use of tDCS for performance enhancement. According to Davis (2013), there is a technique
that exists—Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS), which is a technique that can detect alterations of concentrations of related metabolites and neurotransmitters—that may possess the ability
to detect neuro-doping. However, the testing device costs range from $20,000 to beyond $100,000
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(Edgar, 2011), which makes it cost prohibitive, as it would cost roughly 10% of WADA’s annual doping testing fee, which is about $1 million per year (Maennig, 2014). Further, a high risk of false-positives make this potential method of detecting neuro-doping problematic (Davis, 2013). Further,
WADA, USADA, and anti-doping agencies in other countries (e.g. United Kingdom, Norway) have
available to them the latest effective method of detecting various means of doping, the “athlete biological passport,” which is “an electronic record of test results of the lingering effects of banned
substances in the body, rather than the substances themselves” (Gilbert, 2010, p. 18); however, this
method is unable to detect tDCS.
Thus, “there is no known way to reliably detect whether or not a person has recently experienced
brain stimulation” (Davis, 2013, p. 650). All of this makes tDCS look to athletes—who want to get
around the anti-doping policy—like perhaps the ideal source of performance enhancement.

8. Conclusion
As loopholes enable athletes to get around WADA’s anti-doping policy, the “spirit-of-sports” continued to be undermined. To minimize this, it would be prudent for WADA to begin to act in a timelier
manner, yet the agency seems to experience difficulty in forecasting new doping techniques.
Although tDCS is more likely to violate all three criteria (i.e. performance enhancement, safety, and
ethics) necessary for it to be placed among the list of prohibited substance and techniques, WADA
has yet to initiate an investigation regarding how tDCS affects the sports environment. If WADA
hesitates to act to control this emerging doping technology, then this method may become increasingly appealing to and a complete performance enhancer for athletes, as it is, relatively speaking,
less risky than other means of doping and could be more portable (Davis, 2013).
For these reasons, before WADA establishes a policy against neuro-doping, several experts in the
field of neurology who want to market tDCS devices commercially or who have already begun marketing the devices to elite athletes and pro-gamers have been preparing to receive approval from
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) (Maney, 2016). If this neuro-doping technique is officially
approved as a means of performance enhancement for elite athletes, then it would serve to undermine the values set forth by organizations such as WADA and the International Olympic Committee,
both of which aim for fairness and equity.
Because tDCS is still in its experimental stage (Kuersten & Hamilton, 2016; Wexler, 2016), research
is incomplete with regard to the unexpected critical side effects one may experience from either
regular use or abuse of electronic brain stimulation. Thus, by arousing the agencies’ attention and
gathering an abundance of evidence via research, the agencies charged with composing anti-doping
policies must be required to further extend the range of restrictive rules such that they apply to
newly emerging doping practices (Miah, 2006), and develop a new doping test that will effectively
detect the application of neuro-doping as soon as possible so as to maintain fairness in sports and
soundness among athletes’ bodies.
Consequently, because new enhancement techniques constitute cheating, as they break existing
or unwritten rules and are unfair, new official rules aimed at preventing the use of these new techniques must be established (Schermer, 2008). If these actions are not taken, then additional loopholes will be found, and more means of doping will be developed.
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